RECOGNITION

„STARTING POINT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW BAUHAUS MUSEUM IN DESSAU IS THE
COLLAGE OF ELEMENTS, MOTIVES, FORMS AND MATERIALS OF THE BAUHAUS -ARCHITECTURE
SEEN IN DESSAU.“

▲ ▲Outside View

▲ ▲Model Photo (C4C)

▲ ▲Site Plan

ARCHITECTURE
Steiner Weißenberger Architekten, Berlin/ GER
Authors: David Steiner, Karl Weißenberger
Project Team: Felix Zaiss, Leonhard Thuma

LANDSCAPE-ARCHITECTURE
Henningsen Landschaftsarchitekten BDLA
Author: Jens Henningsen
Project Team: Anna Martinez-Saban, Eva Zerjathe

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS
Technical Building Services: Hr. Grüschow, RZ-CON, Berlin/ Germany
Structural Design: Hr. Saradshow, SFB Bauingenieure GmbH, Berlin/ Germany
Traffic Management: Dittrich Verkehrsplanung, Berlin/ Germany

STEINER WEIßENBERGER ARCHITEKTEN

Assessment of the Jur y
The compact, cubic sculptural structure
follows the line of Rathausgasse into the
City Park. The logic of this entirely understandable location is, however, contradicted by the design of the open areas, for the
elaborately designed courtyard in front of
the museum lies to the north, facing Friedrichstraße.
This courtyard is too vaguely
design and planning terms and
ently married with the public
the museums to allow it to be
lively city space.

defined in
insufficifunctions of
perceived as a

Three deeply cut-in access points lead to
the central foyer where the building really
unfolds its spatial force. Carefully placed
atria create the link to the upper floor,
simultaneously providing sophisticated
lighting. The temporary exhibition space and
public facilities are clearly grouped around
this central reception area. The administrative area, on the other hand, is accessible
only from outside the building. The lift for
visitors is a little hidden in the temporary
exhibition space.
The upper floor offers four well-proportioned exhibition spaces that dovetail neatly
together. The terraces and glazed passageways running between them create views of

▲ ▲Interior View

the outside, making it possible to experience the sculptural nature of the building
whilst visiting the museum.
The logistics area to the south is significantly under-dimensioned.
Despite the many and varied recesses and
cut-ins, the abstract structure of largely
closed concrete cubes gives the building a
very inward-looking appearance, an impression which is dispelled only by the cleverly
placed openings and elegant space continuum which become evident on entering the
building.
Volume and surface area data lie safely in
the middle range. The supporting structure
– simple to construct despite the complex
shape – and the use of durable materials and
techniques mean that the construction and
operation of the building meet the design
brief in terms of cost effectiveness.
The work delivers an exciting contemporary
interpretation of Bauhaus design principles
and spatial design. However, it fails either
to create a welcoming and lively destination
for museum visitors and city residents or to
integrate the museum successfully into the
urban space in design and planning terms.

RECOGNITION

„THE DESIGN UNDERSTANDS THE NEW BAUHAUS MUSEUM DESSAU AS A SCULPTURE, DEFINED
BY THE LAYERING OF THE OUTER AND INNER BUILDING SKIN.“
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ARCHITECTURE
Raummanufaktur, Darmstadt / Germany
Authors: Edin Saronjic, Alexander Scholtysek

LANDSCAPE-ARCHITECTURE
Franz Reschke Landschaftsarchitektur
Author: Franz Reschke
Project Team: Gerda Berger

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS
Structural Design: Prof.Dr. Mark Fahlbusch, Bollinger + Grohmann Ingenieure, Frankfurt/GER
Building Physics/Fire Protection: Kim Boris Löffler, Bollinger + Grohmann Ingenieure, Frankfurt/Germany
Exhibition Design: Michiko Bach Daniel Dolder, Bach Dolder Architekten, Darmstadt/Germany

RAUMMANUFAKTUR

Assessment of the Jur y
The designer proposes a four-storey, quadratic cube. The building is sited in the
north-eastern corner of the City Park, a
logical position in design and planning
terms. It follows the edges of Friedrichstrasse and Kavalierstrasse so that encroachment into the City Park is small.

However, whether or not the building
succeeds in delivering the expressive and
impressive qualities set out in the brief
was hotly debated by the competition panel.

Entrances to the building are located both
on the northern and the southern sides,
with the delivery are conveniently sited on
Friedrichstrasse on the western side of the
building.
The basic idea behind the building is that
of a core area containing the main functional parts of the museum. The spatial
envelope that encases it accommodates ancillary functions and access areas while the
ground floor houses the foyer, the museum’s
educational facilities and the cafeteria.
The building can be opened out onto the park
to the west and the south, a factor which
is seen as positive. The accessibility and
organisation of the foyer, however, are not
particularly successful.
One essential feature of the building is
the staircase which runs around the central
core area and via which visitors reach the
various exhibition levels. Airspaces in the
staircase connect the floors and allow glimpses of the access area from the exhibition
spaces. This compromises the functionality
of the exhibition spaces to some extent.
The facade is designed in horizontal fairfaced concrete panels, a number of different-sized openings breaking up the surface
and creating a harmonious and balanced
overall look. The glass openings are transparent in some areas and opaque in others,
affording visitors different views over the
surrounding area from the staircase.
The design of the open areas is restrained and in keeping; the courtyard paving
reinforces a link to Ratsgasse via Kavalierstrasse.
The usable area clearly exceeds the specified limits and the area devoted to public
thoroughfares is also high. However, the
compact configuration of the building and its
simple construction suggest that it could be
built within the budget.
Overall, this entry offers a number of
qualities in terms of design and planning,
interior space and functionality and the few
small negative points not detract from this
overall assessment. The cost effectiveness
of the design should also be emphasized.
▲ ▲Interior View

RECOGNITION
„HOUSE IN THE PARK“

▲ Outside View
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ARCHITECTURE
Nussmüller Architekten ZT GmbH, Graz / Austria
Authors: Inge Nussmüller, Stefan Nussmüller
Project Team: DI Georg Auinger, Theresa
Reisenhofer, Jakob Zögl

LANDSCAPE-ARCHITECTURE
Ingenieurbüro für Landschaftsarchitektur, Graz /
Austria
Author: DI Mag. Robert Kutscha

Lageplan 1:500

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS
Cicil Engineer: Wendl ZT GmbH, Graz/Austria

ODF

NUSSMÜLLER ARCHITEKTEN ZT GMBH

Assessment of the Jur y
The most striking aspects of the museum
building are its single-storey design and
cantilevered roof.

The location of delivery access through the
south-western part of the City Park is also
questionable.

It stands at the corner of Kavalierstrasse
and Friedrichstrasse and occupies almost the
entire building site. Its floor-to-ceiling
entrance forming a continuation of Ratsgasse
with a passageway past the ticket office
into the City Park. Initially, this position
appears attractive in design and planning
terms. On closer inspection, however, the
completely closed, rammed earth facade
appears jarring, neither responding to the
built environment of Kavalierstrasse nor
allowing the spacious entrance to interact
sufficiently with the built environment.

The most intriguing quality of the design
lies in the extremely simple configuration of
the collection display. Here a large space
that can be freely subdivided is accentuated
simply by a courtyard of trees. The suggested design for the walls and ceilings is
restrained and unobtrusive and thus easy to
use.

Unfortunately, the single-storey design
results in considerable overbuilding and
the loss of a large area of the City Park,
though some of the existing trees have, of
course, been integrated into the design.
However, the planned tree pits are too
small. The museum building is open to the
park along almost its entire length and
this is regarded as positive for the public
spaces. However, it is a shame that the
cafeteria, of all facilities, is located
on the less attractive, north-western side.

▲ ▲Interior View

The built area covers the whole of the area
permitted in the specification while the
exterior developed areas actually exceed it.
The gross floor areas lie within the specified
limits, the usable space outside it.
However, with certain modifications, particularly in the design of the fire areas, the
design could be made to work. In contrast,
it does not offer the city of Dessau the
quality required to create a new landmark, a
magnet for the public, in this diverse part
of the city. The single-storey concept with
the cantilevered roof and the good organisation of exhibition spaces creates more than
a “house in the park” a house that “fills the
park”.

